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Introduction by the Project Coordinator
Starting in October 2013 the project IP-MED had
creative ideas, visions but also clear objectives for
the ENPI south region higher education systems
in Palestine, Jordan, and Egypt .An international
team of universities from Europe and ENPI south
region countries managed to develop and launch
a new master programme in Intellectual Property
& Innovation Management at six Mediterranean
Universities from Palestine, Jordan, and Egypt.
Within three years 130 students were enrolled into
the programme and by the end of 2017 Class 1 will
celebrate their graduation.
We hope that this brochure will give you insights on
what has happened since October 2013. We would
like to present our project IP-MED and our master
programme Intellectual Property & Innovation
Management as a case study for other universities
in ENPI south region by learning from our experience
in introducing a new master programme in their

countries. With the partnership between European
and ENPI south countries Universities it was possible
to build capacity for delivering and further developing
the programme in the future.
Hereby we would like to thank the Tempus
programme of the European Union for funding and
supporting our idea. Also we want to thank all of our
partners, students and sponsors for their constant
motivation and support in developing the project’s
vision into a successful programme.
Join in us Facebook and on Twitter
or visit http://www.ip-med.net/.

Sincerely,
Dr. Imad Ibrik

>
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Preface

Why having an IP & Innovation
Management Master Programme?

Intellectual Property (IP) management and
innovation play an undeniable role in knowledgebased economies, sustainable development and
growth. As highlighted, i.a., by the objectives of the
Europe 2020 Flagship initiatives, Innovation Union
and Agenda for New Skills and Jobs, innovative ideas
and solutions, and skilled professionals are crucial to
address the challenges that fast-growing population,
climate change and scarcity of natural resources,
i.a., and pose to current societies. This requires
working on educational systems and programmes
able to provide graduate and post-graduate students
with those competences and skills that really fit the
socioeconomic and labour market needs.
In the ENPI South region, the IP field, in terms of
educational programmes and practice, is significantly
fragmented, mostly driven by the private sector and
with a lack of solid official public structures to provide
education and training. Achieving structured IP and
innovation-related frameworks for development
is pointed out as an urgent necessity, underlined.
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A clear mismatch between the current educational
programmes and the needs and demands of the
market is also highlighted as a critical challenge for
job creation, which is a clear priority for a region which
shows the highest regional unemployment rates
worldwide, with women and youth most severely
affected and bleak perspectives in the short-medium
term. According to the Arab Labour Organisation,
the labour force will reach 185 million by 2020, what
means that the region needs to provide 105 million
new jobs by 2020.
To help countries improve the educational
outcomes and the problem of skills mismatches and
youth unemployment, structured regional cooperation
in the field of higher education and research should
be favoured. Mutual recognition of qualifications and
education systems, learning of foreign languages,
and mobility of students, economic developers, and
researchers are some actions which need to be
encouraged.

>
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IP-MED – Doing an EU Project with 12 Partners
Project Idea
IP-MED is conceived as an integrated action to
join the efforts of policy-makers and universities in
the ENPI South region to tackle the abovementioned
challenges. The introduction of a Master Programme
in IP Law and practice in line with the Bologna
requirements will help improve the competitiveness
of professionals in the region and at the global level,
contributing to better employment opportunities and
international cooperation perspectives. In addition,
and complementary to the IP Law studies, two main
outcomes are envisaged: an IP Law Web Portal, which
will be set up at the ENPI South partner universities
to serve as a point of reference in the matter for their
students and teachers but also for other universities
in the region; and a Regional Network of IP Law
Practitioners, which will be launched at the end of the
project, as a professional platform and mechanism
towards the sustainability of the project results.

The project proposal fulfilled Tempus requirements
and was approved with a Tempus grant in September
2013.
Hereby the whole IP-MED team wants to thank
especially Prof. Dr. Imad Ibrik who had the idea
for this project, supported the proposal and highly
contributed to the success of the project and the
master programme with his strong expertise and
his experience as well as his positive energy and
creative ideas.

Due to his background, Dr. Imad Ibrik was able to
find motivated partners in Europe and Mediterranean
who believed in his idea of education modernization
and reform through international partnership.
Together with his team and Mediterranean
colleagues he wrote the proposal for the Tempus call
and created a project named IP-MED. is an acronym
and means: Promoting Intellectual Property Law
Studies in the Mediterranean Region.

>
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Tempus

Project Funding

The IP-MED project is funded by the Tempus IV
Programme (2013-2007) of the European Union.
The Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive
Agency (EACEA) is responsible for the management
of the Tempus IV Programme.
Tempus was an education programme of the
European Union which focused on the modernisation of higher education in the EU’s imme-diate
neighbouring countries. It supported and promoted
institutional cooperation by responding successfully
to the changing needs of its partner countries in the
area of higher education. Since
its start in 1989 the participating countries had
increased from 17 to 56, involving countries of
Eastern Europe, Central Asia, the Western Bal-kans
and the Mediterranean region.
Like the Lifelong Learning Programme or the Youth
in Action Programme also TEMPUS was running out
in 2013 and is now replaced by the new Erasmus+
Programme that started in 2014.

Erasmus+

Erasmus+ is the new EU programme that brings
together as well as replaces seven existing
EU programmes, among it also the Tempus Programme.
Erasmus+ provides grants and aims to support actions
in the fields of education, trai-ning, youth and sport in
the period 2020-2014.
The programme gives opportunities to students,
trainees, staff and volunteers to spend a period abroad
to increase their skills and employability. It supports
organisations to work in transnational partnership and
to share innovative practices in the fields of education,
training and youth.
The seven year programme will have a budget of
14.7€ billion. By supporting transnational partnerships
among education, training, and youth institutions
and organisations the program-me aims to foster
cooperations in order to tackle the qualification gaps
we are facing in Europe.

© European Union, 2014-1995

Therefore a modernisation of education, training, and
youth work is one of the major programme objectives.
© European Union, 2014-1995

http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/tempus/index_en.php

http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus_en

This project has been funded with the support from the European
Commission. This publication reflects the views only of its authors.
The Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be
made of the information contained therein.
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index_en.htm
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Project

Project Objectives

Content
With the IP-MED
project the higher
education system in
Palestine, Jordan and
Egypt get a crossUniversities master
programme in IP&
innovation management
that create a community
of professionals able to
respond with academic
excellence and different
multidisciplinary
approaches, to both
the challenges and
opportunities that
the future presents
in the field. The skills
and knowledge to be
gained will make the
graduate a competitive
candidate for leadership
positions in, i.a., Law
firms, governmental
agencies, regional
organizations, NGOs,
private companies,
consulting firms, banks,
and educational and
research institutions.

>

IP-MED aims at building up ENPI South HEIs'
competences in the field of Intellectual Property
(IP) Law and practice in order to enhance innovation
capacities and technology transfer in the region for
development and growth. More specifically, at:
Introducing
a Master Degree
programme on
International and
Comparative Intellectual
Property Law in ENPI
South universities;

Establishing
an IP Law Web
Portal in the ENPI
South partner HEIs as a
point of reference in the
matter for universities
in the region.

IP-MED project kick-off in Amman in Feb 2014
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Project Partners
•

An-Najah National University ,PS, Coordinator

•

Tallinn University of Technology, EE

•

Al-Quds University, PS

•

Business Park for Project Development, JO

•

Mutah University, JO

•

Information Technology Industry Development Agency, EG

•

Zarqa university, JO

•

Ministry of National Economy, PS

•

Helwan University, EG

•

University of Alicante, ES

•

Arab Academy of Science and Technology, EG

•

Maastricht University, NL
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Project Period

Project Activities

15/10/2013 – 14/10/2016

Manage the
project

• Coordinate project meetings with representatives of
all consortium members
• Elaborate yearly interim reports of the project
• Coordinate, control activities, and elaborate quarterly
management reports

• Analytical assessment of the current situation at the
ENPI south participating.
• Labor market needs analysis.
• Drafting and publication of the Report on comparative
needs analysis.
• Study visit to EU.
• Regional Workshops: curricula development and
practical issues, incl. competences match.

Needs Analysis
& Good
Practice

• Comparative IP Law and Practice Guide.

>
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Design
the master
programme

• Identify the main building blocks required to design the
master programme
• Organize master design workshops
• Develop the curriculum, describe the programme
modules, and plan teaching capacities
• Order textbooks and online journals› database access
• Create the full documentation of the master programme
• Develop the application to be sent to the ministry of
higher education in each partner country.

Accredit
the master

Elaborate the report of accreditation

Launch and
implement
the master
programme
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programme

• Development of Master curricula
• Development of teaching materials
• Purchase and installation of equipment
• Student’s admission.
• Implementation of the new Master Programme in the
ENPI South partner HEIs.
• Guest lectures at the ENPI South partner HEIs (24 in
total).

>
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Implementation
of IP Law Web

• Set up of the IP Law Web Portal
• Selection & Uploading of Materials of Reference

Portal
•
•
•
•
•

Ongoing Monitoring & Internal Quality Control
External Quality Control
Monitor the quality of the master programme
Analyze the students' feedbacks on the lectures
Analyze the students' feedbacks and results in
project studies and master theses

• Evaluate the industry feedback on the new master programme
• Organize an overall quality evaluation workshop
before the accreditation

Dissemination
& Networking

>

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality control
and monitoring

Dissemination Strategy Plan
Preparing project corporate image and materials development
Setting up of the project website
Regular update and electronic newsletters.
Media coverage & press releases.
Implementation of national roundtables.
International Conference on IP Law and Practice

”544429-TEMPUS-1-2013-1-PS-TEMPUS-JPCR“
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• Recognition and approval of the Master Programme.
• Exploring the establishment of a joint Master Degree.

Sustainability

• Purchase & installation of server for administration transfer
of the IP Law Web Portal to ENPI South partner HEIs.
• Exploring other long-term sustainability options,
including financial sustainability.
• Development of the IP Law Practitioners’ Network
strategy, mission and policy.
• Launch of the IP Law Practitioners’ Regional Network.

Monitoring Visits - NEO
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IP-MED-Kick-off Meeting : Feb 2014
Benchmarking Study Visit Alicante : Sep 2014
Committees meeting for master plan preparing : Oct 2014

Project Milestones

Tempus field monitoring events : Nov , Dec 2014
Ist regional workshop – Amman :Jan 2015
Best practice guide : Feb 2015
Master Program Applications Preparation : March 2015
Accreditation from the ministry of higher education : June 2015
2nd regional workshop – Amman :April 2015
Tempus field monitoring event : Aug 2015
Management meeting : Sep 2015
Selection of the master students : Sep 2015
Starting courses teaching : Oct 2015
Second study visit Tallinn : Nov 2015
Set-up of IP-law portal : Feb 2016
3rd regional workshop – Alexandria :April 2016
Stakeholders roundtables : April ,July , Nov 2016
Launching of the " Regional Network of IP Law Practitioners”: Dec 2016
Third study visit Maastricht : Dec 2016
Regional & International master Joint agreements : Jan 2017
International Guest Lecturers : Feb , March 2017
IP-MED Final International Conference : March 2017
Students Internships : May 2017
Graduation of first class : June 2017

>
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IP&Innovation Management – A new
Master Programme in ENPI South region
How do companies that offer products or services build and sustain a competitive advantage – this
is the crucial question for every business. In today’s
world whether in the public or the private sector IP &
innovation is a key aspect as organiza-tions need to
change what they offer their custo-mers. Besides
recognising the need for IP and innovation it is also
important to know how to manage it.
Since the first part of the 20th century, courses in IP
& innovation management are offered. Among some
selected universities in Europe.
Nowadays mainly in Europe several hundreds
of diverse courses with different approaches and

teaching methods are offered. Especially for a countries
like Palestine, Jordan and Egypt, qualified students
who are able to search, select, implement and sustain
IP& Innovations in diverse law & economic fields are
essential for economic growth and development. The
project IP-MED provides an opportunity to prepare a new
generation of practitioners capable to boost innovation
and technology transfer in the region with the view to
support development, employment opportunities and
competitiveness. by offering the first IP& Innovation
Management master programme in ENPI South region.
The development of the curriculum and the design
of the master programme was influenced by key
questions in IP& innovation management.

Key Questions in IP&Innovation Management
In the world of practice – whether in public or private
sector – the challenge of IP & innovation is significant.
If organizations fail to change what they offer the world
– products and services – and the ways they create
and deliver those – processes – then they risk losing
competitiveness and will lack the ability to grow. But
recognizing the need to innovate is not the same as
knowing how to do this effectively – there is also a
need to understand how to manage IP & Innovation.
This raises some key questions for any organization:
Copyrights
IP
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} How Can Copyrights protect our work?
proportion of business value do
}What
IP
represent
for
your
work?

}
Search } How can we find opportunities for IP&
innovation?
Select
} What are we going to do and why?
Implement} How are we going to make it happen?
Capture } How are we going to get the benefits
from it?

Trademark What Can Be Trademarked in our work?

The designed master programme wants to provide
answers to these questions and teach the students how
to create IP & innovations successfully by learning skills
and qualify-cations in entrepreneurship.

>
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Learning Outcomes
Graduate of this Master’s degree program will be well prepared for
a broad range of positions and careers. IPIM graduates have at their
graduation the sufficient academic and in particular legal skills and skills
in patent drafting to successfully compete for positions and participate
in an international legal work environment in positions at:
•

Law firms specialized in IP law;

•

Research institutes and technology transfer offices;

•

International economic institutions, such as the World Trade
Organizations (WTO) and World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO);

•

National and international NGOs.

•

IP Department at the Palestinian Ministry of National Economy.

•

Local ICT, Pharmaceutical and Food Industries.

•

International and national patent offices or trademark offices; and

•

Industry associations and (Trans) national innovative corporations.

The IPIM is therefore a highly specialized, selective and small-scale
program in intellectual property law and innovation management, whose
graduates are very well placed to play a role in positions at the crossroads
of legal services, policy and innovation management in relation to
technology-driven, innovative and creative industries.

>
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Job Market Perspectives
The ENPI south region labor market is
experiencing an increasing demand for
graduates in IP& innovation management.
This master program will be one of its kind
and the first program on IPIM in the West
Bank. Interest in supporting innovation and
entrepreneurships in Palestine is increasing,
as the rates of unemployment among
university graduates are so alarming.
Therefore, a high proneness to start
successful MSMEs based on outcomes of
university’s scientific research and/or on
individual start-ups is very essential. On
the other hand, many local manufacturers
(pharmaceutical and food) and service
providers (information and communication
technology) conduct some research and
development from which new innovative
products and services would be launched
to the local, regional and perhaps global
markets. Associated with such developed
MSMEs, start-ups, developed services and
products, there is an important component
related to protecting their intellectual
property rights (IPR). Consequently, there
is a dire need for IP-professionals having
the proper knowledge and experience in
managing the process of IP-protection.
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Graduates of the proposed program will
acquire the education, knowledge, skills and
experiences to become IP professionals in
a wide range of applications and settings
as mentioned above. To enhance their
ability to perform their current IP role and
gain the eligibility to advance in that role
a network of IP professionals graduated
from the proposed master program will be
an invaluable resource for the clients and
organizations of such IP professionals.
The IP professionals will have the ability to
engage themselves in the IP cutting-edge
issues and contribute to a growing body of
knowledge on a variety of emerging topics.
In addition, they will have substantial addedvalues in managing and resolving many IPindustry and technology-related conflicts
and dilemmas. The program offers students
a diverse set of introductory and advanced
intellectual property (IP) and innovation
management courses. Such courses will
scrutinize the policies affecting intellectual
property and innovation management under
the guidance of leading scholars in the field.
Students will be able to study various topics
from the protection of inventions, products,
trademarks, creative works and designs to
the global policy surrounding the law.

>
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Development of the Curriculum
The development of a cross-universities
master programme in IP& innovation
management that is ad-apted to the cultural,
law and economic requirements of Palestine,
Jordan and Egypt is one of the main
objectives of the IP-MED project. Therefore
a curriculum needed to be developed. Within
three -2days interactive design workshops
which took place in Jordan in Jan, April 2015,
European and ENPI south partners jointly
designed the master programme and its
curriculum.
Besides representatives from academia
also people from law public sector and
industry contributed to the development of
the programme by sharing their ideas and
experiences. After designing the programme

and the modules, learning objectives and
learning content for each single module were
devised. Based on their individual research
area and IP & innovation expertise, European
and ENPI south teachers formed teams and
filled their module with ideas about what and
how to teach.
Each team was responsible for preparing
and also delivering one or more modules.
The project coordinator An-Najah National
University con-solidated all ideas from the
different representatives and the diverse
contents for all modules into a curriculum.

Regional design
workshop : Amman
April 2015

>
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Regional design
workshop :
Amman Jan 2015
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Design of
the Master
Programme

The

designed master programme aims to
create a learning pathway for ENPI
south partners students to create IP& innovations
success-fully by learning skills and qualifications
in entrepreneurship.

The

competencies of IP&innovation
management, as a multi-dimensional issue, are transferred within a two
years integrative master study programme.

The

course structure for the IPIM program
would follow the guidelines and
requirements set by the Universities for Master
Degree with both thesis and non-thesis tracks
according to the following study plans:
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Modules design
Joint master programme - ANNU & AQU as example

1. Core Courses (18 credit hours)
Course No .
Course Title		
141300		
Introduction to International Intellectual Property Law		
413002		
Patents 		
341300		
Trade Marks and Geographical Indications 		
441300		
Copy Rights and Related Rights 		
413005		
Industrial design 		
413006		
Intellectual Property and Innovation Management			
2. Elective Courses (Students choose 12 credit hrs from A, or B)
		
A. (Intellectual Property):
Course No.		
Course Title		
413020		
Legal Protection of Pharmaceutical Industries		
413021		
Alternative Disputes Resolution Mechanism of Intellectual Property		
413022		
E-commerce law, Technology and Intellectual Property		
413023		
Media, audiovisual means and Intellectual property		
413024		
Intellectual Property and competition law		
413025		
Electronic security of intellectual property 		
413026		
IP & Free Trade Agreements		
413027		
Legal Issues for Entrepreneurs		
413028		
Special Topic in Intellectual Property		
		
B. (Innovation Management):
Course No.		
Course Title		
413040		
IP Management and Commercialization		
413041		
Innovation in Services and Business Models 		
413042		
Fundamentals of Marketing and Commercialization		
413043		
Creativity and Innovation		
413044		
Topics in Open Innovation		
413045		
Entrepreneurship Management		
413046		
Emerging Issues in Innovation Management		
413047		
Pharmaceutical regulatory affair and IP rights		
413048		
Social Innovation		
413049		
Special Topic in innovation management
413099

>

Thesis (6 Credit hours): A graduate student must submit a thesis and pass an oral
defense related to his/her thesis. (See Academic Rules and Regulations for Graduate
Students).

”544429-TEMPUS-1-2013-1-PS-TEMPUS-JPCR“
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Bologna European Standard
In order to comply with requirements of both
the standards of EU education (the requirements of Bologna agreement) and international
accreditation standards, the programme consists of 120 European Credit Transfer System
(ECTS), spread over four semesters each semester containing 30 credits. At the end of the
second semester (end of first year) ENPI south
students will do a 6 weeks project work. The
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programme will be completed with a 12 weeks
master thesis. The entire course is designed
around 15 modules; each module corresponds
to 6 ECTS. According to the international standards, 1.5 ECTS correspond to 10 hours of class
and 20 hours of individual learning. Therefore, a
module with 6 ECTS includes 40 hours of teaching and 80 hours of home-work. To balance the
workload, students get 60 ECTS every year.

>
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Implementation and Knowledge Transfer
One of the major questions within the project
is: How to transfer innovation management
know-how and knowledge from universities in
Europe to ENPI south partners countries? The
process of knowledge transfer was managed
by forming joint international teaching teams.
European and ENPI south partner’s countries
teachers shared their knowledge within
teaching teams for their individual module and
filled each course with IP & innovation content.

>

Course developers/lecturers of the IP Master
were introduced into the basic requirements
of the development of new study programme
curricula in line with Bologna requirements (e.g.
ECTS allocation and implementation; aims and
learning objectives; modularisation of study
programmes; students’ mobility and recognition
of degrees and qualifications) in three leaders
partner universities in this filled: University
of Alicante, Maastricht University and Tallinn
University.

”544429-TEMPUS-1-2013-1-PS-TEMPUS-JPCR“
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Accreditation
In order to launch a new master programme
at ENPI south partner’s countries universities
the regulations of the higher education system
needed to be followed. It was necessary to apply
for an accreditation from the ENPI south partners
countries Ministry for Higher Education for
implementing a new master programme. In 2015
the master programme received its authorization
and was able to start.
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Student Admission and Selection Process
The students in all ENPI PCU from different areas of specialty applied for admission to the
M.Sc. Program: Holders of the bachelor’s degree in: Law, Economics, Engineering, Medicine and
Pharmacy, Science, IT…etc.

>
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An-Najah National University - Palestine
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Al-Quds University-Palestine

>
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Helwan University - Egypt
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Arab Academy of Science and Technology- Egypt

>
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Mutah University - Jordan
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Zarqa University - Jordan

>
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Guest Lectures
Guest lectures at the ENPI South partner
HEIs.
The implemented lectures aimed to provide
master students in IP as well as professionals
with insight into the field of Intellectual
Property and an appreciation of the significant
role of Intellectual Property in furthering the
economic and technological development, and
particularly in promoting innovation.
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Two guest lectures were implemented:
The first guest lectures for Palestinian
students and staff on Intellectual property
rights was organized at An-Najah National
University, on 16-14 th February, 2017.
The second guest lectures for Jordanian and
Egyptians students and staff on Intellectual
property rights was organized, on 25-24 th
March, 2017 in Amman.

>
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Students Internship
By the end of the 4th year of the project, the
Master students completed their education
with 3 to 6 months practical training in
selected companies, firms, governmental
organizations, research institutions and
NGOs in their countries. This is giving them
a necessary insight into the IP practice and
the needs of stakeholders in the region as a

>

manner to get them ready for their professional
activity. The stakeholder’s network members
in IP-MED Network welcomed giving training
to the master students. Also the master
thesis for the master students were practical
issues done in cooperation with IP research
institutions in partner countries as Internship
projects.

”544429-TEMPUS-1-2013-1-PS-TEMPUS-JPCR“
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Graduation of Class one
After two years of studying our master
programme in IP & Innovation Management
the first class of students graduated on
June 2017
receiving their certificates.
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Infrastructure Legacy

Books
Textbooks are important for
students to assimilate the content
of the course and for lecturers to
provide guidance to the students.
One idea to improve the quality
of the master programmme
was to create small library
with IP & innovation textbooks.
While designing the individual

>

modules, each teaching team
identified textbooks on which
their course will mainly be based.
The students and the teachers
of the master programme In
Intellectual Property & Innovation
Management have access to the
books and are encouraged to
lend them.

”544429-TEMPUS-1-2013-1-PS-TEMPUS-JPCR“
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Infrastructure Legacy

Equipment’s for master rooms
PCUs in Palestine, Jordan and Egypt have
purchased and installed the equipment
in their Master rooms. The premises
have been embedded in the institutional
strategies and the university top managers
were actively supporting the establishment
of the new infrastructures (by allocating
space, assigning staff etc). At each Enpi
partner university master room was
established devoted to development
and implementation of study programs
compatible with master programme in
the area of IP. Purchased The equipment’s
used to do research for students, access to
the E-learning courses for the programme,
access to the IP-Law Portal and Network, to
update in all news relating to IP regionally
and internationally, and to contact with IP
stakeholders in the region.
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E-Portal
As a complement to the
educational programme, the
IP Law Web Portal was set
up at the ENPI South partner
HEIs, to serve as reference
point for the students of
the Master programme and
also for the universities’
community, Law teaching
staff, practitioners and HEIs
in the region as a whole. The
Portal had been developed
by the IT team in Alicante
University and hosted at AnNajah University.

Launching Portal May - 2017

>
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Network
Creation of a Regional
Network of IP Law Practitioners,
which will represent a platform
for exchange of experiences,
information and good practices
with a view to fostering a regular
dialogue & coaching among IP
practitioners and actors at the
regional level. The network also
attract interest from foreign IP
and innovation stakeholders
willing to act in the region.
The Network launched, after
careful planning of its mission
and objectives, and taking
dissemination measures for its
adequate impact
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Roundtables
Three national roundtables with
stakeholders organized in Palestine,
Jordan and Egypt. In order to
disseminate project results to the
regional stakeholders, the roundtables
for stakeholders, presented for them
the project activities & progress, and
disseminated developed publications
to external audiences. The meetings
also tackled the importance of teaching
IP in the universities and raising the
awareness on IP issues among the
specialists in different fields

>
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Dissemination
Dissemination actions was planned from PM1 and
activities were implemented regularly throughout the
project lifespan. A balance of media & channels was
used to ensure that objectives are met, stakeholders
are fully addressed, different strengths were exploited
and all means were employed to reach the project
objectives. In order to ensure high multiplication
potential of the action and awareness rising, IP-MED
conceives an extensive dissemination strategy both
internally and externally, designed. We developed
a corporate IP-MED dissemination bacage design

which includes a project logo, visual design
of the project website, project newsletter and
printing materials
(Brochures, poster, roll-up etc.). Using
recurring fonts, colours, and visual elements
helps achieving a high recognition value and
supports the promotion of the project. For
IP-MED many dissemination activities were
implemented using physical and digital media
to diffuse the project results, at a national and
international level.
Promoting Intellectual Property Law
Studies in the Mediterranean Region
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www.ip-med.net
This project has been funded with the support from the European
Commission. This publication reflects the views only of its authors. The
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made
of the information contained therein.
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Project Website & Facebook & Twitter
Please visit us on http://www.ip-med.net/ or follow us on facebook and Twitter

•

•

•

Dissemination via electronic means:
Additionally to the individual websites of
the partners, a project website was set
up in PM1, being developed in the first
project year and continuously updated.
An E-newsletters about project activities
were distributed to target groups
(including Ministries, IP organisations
and practitioners, research institutions,
innovation & development agencies, NGOs
ad other Civil Society organisations).
Development, publication & dissemination
of promotional materials: A dissemination
package included in different types of
materials, such as project templates &
logo, leaflets, brochures & posters, and
regular press notes.
Internal and external information days and
networking activities: Additionally to regular
internal meetings, 3 national roundtables

>

with stakeholders organised. In order
to disseminate project results to the
regional stakeholders, the roundtables
for stakeholders, presented for them
the project activities & progress, and
disseminated developed publications
to external audiences.
Final International Conference on IP
Law and Practice – Strategies for the
Mediterranean Region: At the end of the
project activities a major Conference took
place in Jordan March 2017 (iPARK was in
charge) explained the sustainability of the
initiative and future plans and promoted the
importance of its ongoing nature and its
utilisation within the region. Furthermore, the
Conference provided a platform for the award
ceremony for the Master students.
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Master
Programme
website

Project
Newsletters

More….. and
more
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The master programme website is informative for the students
who are enrolled and those who are interested in the programme.
Besides the syllabi also teaching documents are uploaded on the
website.
Visit us on: http://www.ip-med.net/

The IP-MED newsletter is published once every year and aims
to inform about the recent activities within the IP-MED project as
well as the current developments within the master programme IP
& Innovation Management. It is a digital newsletter that is sent via
email to all the subscribers, all project partners, students, teachers
as well as contact persons of ENPI south countries law, industry
and politics. Additionally all recipients of the newsletter are asked to
forward the newsletter to local stakeholders. A subscription for the
newsletter can be done on the website. Next to the subscription field
is the newsletter archive. Here all the newsletters are being collected
and can be downloaded.

Besides digital channels to promote the project and the master
pro-gramme and the portal , we also created physical ones like
brochures, posters and other material to distribute them among
students, project partners, companies, etc.

>
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Sustainability
Sustainability was one
of most importance for the
IP-MED consortium. It was
envisaged as a decisive project
goal that the introduction
of the Master in IP Law and
practice, the implementation
of the IP Law Web Portal and
the creation of the Regional
Network of IP Law Practitioners
become model initiatives for
other Arab countries and HEIs,
even outside the reach of the
TEMPUS programme.
Sustainability of the Master
Programme on IP management
is assured through official
accreditation of study program
and its integration into the
curricula of ENPI South PCUs,
intensive capacity development
of staff, the Master program is
demand driven and supported
by important stakeholders,
hosting
universities
are
committed to provide staff
and
structures
for
the
implementation of the program,
financial
sustainability
is
assured through tuition fees

>

and need for graduates.
In addition, Sustainability of
project results was assured by
endorsement of the Programme
by Ministries at ENPI South PCs,
by exploring options for the joint
accreditation, the development
and adoption of long-term
strategies for the maintenance
of the Portal and the Network,
which will represent a platform
for exchange of experiences,
information and good practices
with a view to fostering a regular
dialogue & coaching among IP
practitioners and actors at the
regional level.
The
sustainability
was
assured by developing and
adopting a long-term strategies
for the maintenance of the
Portal, and also the Network
is representing a platform
for exchange of experiences,
information and good practices
with a view to fostering a regular
dialogue & coaching among IP
practitioners and actors at the
regional level.
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Thanks to all IP-MED students and staff who supported the
project and further promote our master programme.

IP-MED Final Conferance 23/3/2017

l
You are great!
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Contact Us

Kwebsite : http://www.ip-med.net/
Follow us on Facebook: f https://www.facebook.com/Ip-Med-Project1491112051144395-/
Visit us at our

Follow us on Twitter :

t

https://twitter.com/IPMEDTEMPUS

www.ip-med.net
Tel:0097092345113
Fax:0097092345982
Dr Imad Ibrik, Coordinator
iibrik@najah.edu
PO.Box 7 Nablus,West Bank,Palestine

